
#kinderhspva140days 
Photo Scavenger Hunt!! 

 

Rules of the Road 
 
THIS IS NOT A RACE. There is NO/NULL/ZERO/NAUGHT 
NEED TO RUN.  
 
Be Careful! Look both ways before you cross a street - 
don’t jaywalk, watch for trains, etc. You’d think we’d have 
healthy instincts for self-preservation, but someone 
named Jennifer fell off the curb at the Alley a few weeks 
ago (très embarrassant)…because she wasn’t paying 
attention… 
 
There are a variety of things you are looking for…but you 
certainly won’t get them all – the two teams with the 
most points (after review) will get a surprise Tuesday 
morning.  
 
In order to get points, you must have photographic (still 
or video) evidence that is tweeted or on Instagram. 
Please comment on what it is you are taking a photo or 
video of and hashtag to  

#kinderhspva140days 
 ALL members of your group must be in the picture 
unless it is impractical. If someone has decided to take a 
break, just include who is there -  but there must be at 
least two group member (HSPVA Honor Code applies 
here – don’t split up!) If you can find a kind stranger to 

take group pictures, even better! For some items, you 
can post multiple different examples (public art, etc), 
and others will only count once. If no one has a twitter or 
Instagram account in your group, text pictures to 
Jennifer Chase who will post them for you! 
 
Be mindful of group members and take breaks. There is 
plenty of time. You won’t get to everything, but I was able 
to photograph every item in 2  hours with the exception 
of Discovery Green on Saturday. I’d suggest picking two 
main areas in which to concentrate. 
 
Items are grouped by general location or “anywhere” to 
give you an idea as to how to attack the hunt. For 
reference, it takes ole broken knee Ms. Chase about 55 
seconds to walk from one block corner to the next at a 
moderate pace.  
 

You will go straight from your last 
item to meet up at Le Meridien 1121 Walker 

St, Houston, TX 77002 for lunch - don’t go 
back to the campus! 

 
Have fun, and make sure to get your photos and videos 
out there!  
 

Problems? 
832.233.1449 (Chase) 

Twitter @jalankau    Insta @jlankauc 



#kinderhspva140days 
Photo Scavenger Hunt!! 

 
Anywhere items 
5 pts Under an Arch (limit 2) 
5 pts an Ionic column capital (limit 1) 
5 pts  a Corinthian column capital (limit 1) 
5 pts a Doric column capital (limit 1) 
5 pts a star on a building (limit 2) 
10 pts a state government seal (limit 1) 
5 pts a city government seal (limit 1) 
15 pts a federal government seal (limit 1) 
5 pts a Southwestern Bell Manhole cover (limit 1) 
5 pts an artistic/unique manhole cover (limit 3) 
10 pts  someone on a Segway (limit 1) 
15 pts  a federal building with SIGN in photo (limit 2) 
40 pts a city, state, or federal uniformed person (HPD, HFD, US  

military, etc – be nice -  don’t scare the neighbors! – limit 2) 
10 pts  an example of public art (limit 6) 
10 pts a fountain (no limit) 
60 pts group taking a sit down water break! (limit 2 for pts, no limit 

for taking them, of course!!) 
15 pts group in one of the tunnels 
 
On the Green or Purple Metro Light Rail Line 
40 pts  a groupie on the train (limit 1) 
10 pts  a digital sign for Theatre District (limit 1) 
10 pts a video/photo of a team member tapping their card (limit 1) 
10 pts a picture with someone who regularly commutes with the 

train 
10 pts  group waiting for the train at the  Central Station Capitol 
10 pts group at Central Station Rusk 
10 pts group at Theatre District Station Rusk 
10 pts group at Theatre District Station Capitol  
 
 

Theatre District 
40 pts group at new public art piece 88KeysHouston at Jones Hall  

(pro tip, take the photo “long ways” from one end…) 
20 pts group at Alley Theatre 
20 pts group at Wortham  
20 pts a place where an HSPVA faculty member has performed or 
worked as an adult on something NOT related to HSPVA (no limit – 
explain in comments of your post!) 
30 pts group “meeting” the statue of James Baker 
20 pts group at the 36 ft tall Cellist  
20 pts proof that you’ve found the oldest bridge in Houston 
50 video proof that you’ve burped Buffalo Bayou (it is kind of weak  

after Harvey - have to press the red button several times)  
20 pts group photo Jones Plaza 
30 pts group photo in front of Buffalo Bayou water (not on a bridge  

– bayou level) 
 
Central Station Main Area (Main Street) 
10 pts  a place to eat lunch (limit 4) 
50 pts Tim Glover’s public art 
20 pts The Water Screen  
 
McKinney/San Jacinto Street Areas (very close to Le 
Meridien 
50 pts food court area in The Shops 
30 pts Starbucks in The Shops 
30 pts Phoenicia (extra 20 pts if INSIDE Phoenicia near something  

tasty) 
 
Discovery Green 
40 pts at least two people getting wet from The Mist Tree 
30 pts Kinder Lake 
10 pts for each piece of public art within Discovery Green 
20 pts group on Anheuser-Busch Stage 
20 pts at least half of group ON McGovern Playground 
10 pts place to eat at Discovery Green (limit 3) 


